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understanding projective identification louise braddock ... - my title, ‘understanding projective
identification’, is intentionally ambiguous. in this paper i aim both to show how the psychoanalyst comes to
understand what the patient is trying to communicate in projective identification, and to enable the lay person
to understand what projective identification is. bion and beyond: projective identification and material
... - projective identification and maternal failure “mrs klein,” wrote mrs spillius, “thought of projective
identification as a phantasy in which bad parts of the self were split off from the rest of the self and, together
with bad excrements, were projected into the mother or her breast to control or take projective
identification on different levels - projective identification on different levels martin lotz ... consider it a
projection. ogden divides projective identification into three phases, i.e., three phases of the mechanism itself.
... projector to reinternalize his projection in a modified form. sandler (1987) describes 3 stages in projective
identification. these projective identification - sakkyndig - the motives for tllis projection vaty, but the
involvement of the object as a recipient of this projection is a defining characteristic of projective identification,
as is the belief in the transfom1ation of the object by the projection. this transfom1ation 1m y take ph1ce in
rela education section projective identification and working ... - process of projection is identical with
projective identification needs further investigation”. although most of her followers did not think that a
distinction between projection and projective identification was a meaningful one (spillius, 1992, p. 63; see
sandler, 1987), klein did consider the possibility of a multiphase projective identification: the fate of a
concept - projective identiﬁ cation in a paper called ‘further notes on the impli-cations of psycho-analysis:
metapsychology and personology’, in which she says projective identiﬁ cation of ego-ideal with outer object,
human or abstract, would appear to be a feature of the economy of all toward a neuropsychological
reconstruction of projective ... - toward a neuropsychological . reconstruction of projective identification.
the meaning of the concept of projective identification (pi) is examined in an effort to determine the
mechanisms involved in its operation. formulations of the concept are reviewed conceiving of the process of pi
as a form of unconscious affective communication. projective identification in psychoanalytic couple
and ... - projective identiﬁcation begins with two theoret-ically separable steps: (1) projection (transference)
combined with (2) behavior likely to induce behavior consistent with that projection in others (here,the marital
partner). insubsequent steps, either or both partners may “identify” with what has been projected and may
then behave ... displacement, denial and projective identification ... - thus, mechanisms such as
splitting, displacement and projective identification are not only relevant to child psychology (sandler 1987)
dinnerstein (1978) has extended kleinian splitting in terms of ‘splits between heart and head, feeling and
reason, private and public and where ammianus marcellinus and the anger of julian - ammianus
marcellinus and the anger of julian barbara sidwell ... 9 for this field of enquiry, see for example the collection
in j. sandler (ed.), projection, identification, projective identification (madison ct 1987) and p. cramer,
protecting the self: defense mechanisms in canadian journal of psychoanalysis/revue canadienne de ...
- into” the analyst through projective identification. the patient stirs up or evokes the analyst’s id, ego or
superego responses. projective identification or emotional induction is understood to involve the analyst’s
“role-responsiveness” (sandler, 1976). clinical treatment of specific disorders: selected topics ... feldman, m. (1992). splitting and projective identification. in ed robin anderson clinical lectures on klein and
bion. london and new york: routlege.74-88. objectives at the end of this class, the candidates will be able to
differentiate psychotic conditions from personality disorders, as well as assessing the prevalence of defense
mechanism. 6
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